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Abstract

Computer vision applications for document image understanding (DIU) such as optical character recognition, word spotting, enhancement etc. suffer from structural deformations like strike-outs and unconstrained strokes, to name a few. They also suffer from texture degradation due to blurring, aging, or blotting-spots etc. The DIU applications with deep networks are limited to constrained environment and lack diverse data with text-level and pixel-level annotation simultaneously. In this work, we propose a generative framework to produce realistic synthetic handwritten document images with simultaneous annotation of text and corresponding pixel-level spatial foreground information. The proposed approach generates realistic backgrounds with artificial handwritten texts which supplements data-augmentation in multiple unconstrained DIU systems. The proposed framework is an early work to facilitate DIU system-evaluation in both image quality and recognition performance at a go.

Introduction

The computer vision applications for DIU transform the visual written information into recognisable formats like text, language, etc. The state-of-the-art vision systems for DIU primarily deal with constrained scanning environment. (Tensmeyer et al. 2019; Dey and Jawanpuria 2021).

The performance of DIUs are affected by both structural deformation of written content and textural degradation (Fig. 1). However, in real world, there are out-of-distribution (OOD) instances arising due to non-uniform illumination, free movements and motions, unavailability of scanners, shadows and also uneven surface etc. as captured by handheld and mobile devices. It degrades the readability and intelligibility and textural content. In free-form unconstrained documents, the structural deformation like strike-out words (STW), underlines, line-marking etc causes performance deterioration. Consequently, both the textually degraded and structurally deformed images are expected to downgrade the performance of constrained DIU systems (Fig. 1).

To address both structural deformations and textural diversity of backgrounds due to aging, smudging, blurring, motion-artifacts, shadows, non-linear illuminations, uneven-surface warping etc, the DIU systems need significant data with both text and pixel-level ground-truth at one go. The lack of research addressing the real-world challenges like degraded texture and shape based deformations altogether is due to unavailability of data with annotation of text and corresponding pixel-level ground-truth simultaneously.

However, document image enhancement systems mostly concentrate on the intelligibility and texture of scanned images and shadow in terms of image quality (SSIM and SNR) (Tensmeyer et al. 2019; Dey and Jawanpuria 2021). Few generative networks for data augmentation of document image enhancement systems are applied successfully in (Tensmeyer et al. 2019; Lee, Hong, and Kim 2021).

Here we propose a generative pipeline for realistic handwritten images with annotation of text and corresponding foreground-pixels both. The proposed system generates variable realistic background textures with artificial handwritten texts. The synthesized images can be used for data-augmentation of various DIU like optical character recognition (OCR), language recognition systems (LRS), word spotting systems (WSS), word retrieval systems (WRS), enhancements, binarisation etc. Furthermore, an end-to-end

Figure 1: Illustration for unconstrained document images with textural degradation and structural deformations.
The generated images of various stages of the generators are evaluated with recognition performance of OCR (Shi, Bai, and Yao 2016). The character error rate (CER %) of OCR degrades to 45.11% from 10.12% on clean words from IAM dataset against structural deformation only. Whereas it degrades up-to 24.63% from 10.12% with only texture degradation. The illustrations of generated images are depicted for all three generator modules in Fig. 2. The proposed framework holds both text and foreground pixel annotation. It enables for the first time to evaluate both image quality enhancement indexes (SSIM, SNR etc.) as well as recognition performance (CER, WER etc.) of multiple unconstrained DIU systems.

**Conclusion**

Unconstrained DIU systems suffer from both structural and texture degradation. Simultaneous text and pixel level ground-truth is needed to address both at a go. The benchmark databases of DIU applications do not contain text and pixel-level annotation with diverse background texture. Here we propose a generative pipeline with three GAN based modules to produce realistic synthetic handwritten documents with simultaneous annotation of text and corresponding pixel-level annotation. Realistic synthetic data with both text and pixel-level annotation can supplement unconstrained data-augmentation in a wide range of DIU systems like OCR, LRS, WSS, binarisation, enhancement etc. It is an early attempt to synthesize data for DIU system evaluation in terms of both image quality metrics and recognition scores simultaneously.
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